The event schedule below is as of 1/24/19 and is subject to change. Please visit ceas.uchicago.edu for potential updates and additions.

FEBRUARY 2019

CEAS Lecture Series
7 Wilderness as Method, Contemporaneity as Method
Reiko Tomii, Independent Scholar & Co-director of PoNJA-GenKon
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

Symposium & Film Screenings
Connecting the Dots Through Guo Baocheng: Contemporary Chinese Opera, Film, TV
Baochang Guo, Director & Writer
Logan Center Penthouse & Film Screening Room 201

Film Screening
Zhu Shouju's "Stormy Night"

MARCH 2019

Performance
13 The Shanghai Jews: Risk and Resilience in a Refugee Community
5:30pm, Fulton Recital Hall

Symposium
14 The Shanghai Jews: Risk and Resilience in a Refugee Community
Franke Institute for the Humanities

APRIL 2019

Panel
11 The Human Rights Crisis in Xinjiang
6:30pm, International House Assembly Hall

East Asia by the Book! CEAS Author Talks
Art and Engagement in Early Postwar Japan
Justin Jesty, University of Washington
5:00pm, Seminary Co-op

Lecture
Lingzhen Wang, Brown University
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

APRIL 2019 (cont.)

CEAS Lecture Series
25 Authenticity and Liberation: Chinese émigrés in the making of America's New Age Movement
Ruth Rogaski, Vanderbilt University
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

Conference
26-27 Counter-Readings: Modern Asian Literary Histories

CEAS Lecture Series
29 Rethinking the March 1st Movement: Korea Around World War I
Boduerae Kwon, Korea University
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

MAY 2019

Conference
10-11 Vernacular Medicine in Japan

Reading
13 Contemporary Fiction and Poetry from Japan: A Reading with Suga Keijiro, Kimura Yusuke, and Douglas Slaymaker
5:00pm, Seminary Co-op

Conference
14 From Local to Global in East Asian Literature
Keijiro Suga, Poet & Writer
9:30am, Franke Institute for the Humanities

Symposium
18 Writing & Picturing Part II

Workshop
24 Chinese Buddhist Cave Temples Sourcebook

Workshop
25-26 Medieval Chinese Buddhist Translations
Classics Building 110

CEAS Lecture Series
30 Vyjayanthi Ratnam Selinger, Bowdoin College
5:00pm, Joseph Regenstein Library 122

JUNE 2019

Workshop
17-21 Kuzushiji Workshop